PLUGS – JACKS – ADAPTERS

PLUGS & PANEL JACKS

PLUGS - Made to specification MIL-P-464A. Molded, cord mounting type. Screw-on shell.
Headphone Stereo Plug 3-Circuit SWC 260 Takes SWL-12B mating jack
P/N 11-03908 $11.50
Headphone Mono Plug, 2-Circuit PJ-055B Takes JJ-034 mating jack
P/N 11-04065 $12.99
Microphone Plug, 3-Circuit PJ-068 Takes JJ-033 mating jack
P/N 11-03918 $22.85

JACKS - Contact springs are of special alloys for long life. Insulation is high dielectric strength phenolic. Timed terminal lugs for easy soldering. Short frame. Mounts by 3/8-32 threaded bushing and nut. Open circuit until plug inserted.

Stereo Headphone Jack, 3-Circuit SWC-12B P/N 11-04936 $2.95
Mono Headphone Jack, 2-Circuit JJ-034 P/N 11-03907 $2.85
Microphone Jack, 3-Circuit JJ-033 P/N 11-05995 $4.35
Insulated Flat Washer (SWC S1028) Tan P/N 04-00976 $0.28 ea.
Insulated Flat Washer (SWC 51028) Black P/N 04-00976 $0.80 ea.
Mini Stereo Jack 1/8” diameter P/N 11-09332 $3.35
Mini Stereo Plug 1/8” diameter P/N 11-09333 $3.35


U-75/U PLUG - (MIL-C-22442/2-5/1) Mates with U-61/U. P/N 11-00698 $35.50

206” COMMERCIAL MIC PLUG - (S-267) (PJ-068) Mates w/U-033, S-12B, CES830. Black plastic handle w/ 206” dia. chrome plug, 3 conductors, solder plug and cable clamp. P/N 11-00702 $6.95

25” COMMERCIAL MONO PHONE PLUG - (S-250) Mono (PJ055B) Mates w/JJ-034 or CE80. Black plastic handle w/ 25” dia. chrome plug, 2 conductors, solder plug & cable clamp. P/N 11-00703 $2.45

25” COMMERCIAL STEREO PHONE PLUG - (S-250; PJ055B) Mates with JJ-034 or CE80. Black plastic handle with 25” dia. chrome plug, 3 conductor, solder plug & cable clamp. P/N 11-00704 $2.25

1/8” STEREO PLUG (3.5MM) - Black plastic handle w/ solder terminals & cable clamp. P/N 11-00705 $2.25


TRIPLE HEADSET ADAPTER

This high quality adapter converts one set of radio or intercom mic and phone jacks into three sets. Sets are one, five and five feet respectively. This adapter is great for adding a pair of headsets to the back of the aircraft without requiring major installation. P/N 14-00071 $109.95

FOUR CONDUCTOR PHONE JACK

FIVE CONDUCTOR PHONE JACK

AUDIO GOLD PLUG ADAPTERS

JB-11LDS - 1/8” stereo to .25 stereo plug, increases a .35mm plug to a .25” stereo plug. P/N 11-02746 $3.45
JB-11LDM - 1/8” mono to .25 stereo plug, increases a .35mm plug to a .25” mono plug. P/N 11-02747 $3.60
JB-11DLS - 25” stereo to 1/8” stereo plug, decreases a 25” plug to a .35mm stereo plug. P/N 11-02748 $3.60
JB-11DLM - 25” mono to 1/8” stereo plug, decreases a .25” plug to a .35mm mono plug. P/N 11-02749 $3.50

FIVE CONDUCTOR PHONE PLUG
(U-384/U, TP-105, M64214-01) Mates with series TP-105, U-384/U, M64214-01. One piece monel contacts integrally molded into red plastic body. P/N 11-02742 $37.75

CABLE JUNCTION BOX
This product allows you to convert two cables into one. Size: 1.5” x 1” x 5”). Comes with 4 screws. P/N 11-02743 $4.85

IPOD/MP3 ADAPTER
This adapter can be used to connect your IPOD or MP3 player directly into your intercom system. It comes in 5’ length. P/N 11-03510 $30.90

BOSE A20 (6-PIN) HEADSET TO GA ADAPTER
Model: PA-89/A20. Converts your 6-pin connector to a dual GA plug. Adapter measures approximately 21”. P/N 11-09422 $52.75

BOSE A20 (6-PIN) HEADSET TO HELICOPTER ADAPTER
Model: PA-89/A20. Converts your 6-pin connector to a single headset plug. Adapter measures approximately 21”. P/N 11-09423 $64.75

NFLIGHTCAM HELICOPTER TO GA ADAPTER 602
P/N 11-14809 $34.99

NFLIGHTCAM DUAL HELICOPTER MIL ADAPTER 611
P/N 11-14810 $69.99
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